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Jay hmph()
 
I love to write.  Although that kind of seems obvious.  I love music, I am more a
fan of rock and metal.  I am working to be a lawyer.  There's no much really to
say other than I like to have fun and have a good time.
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7 Deadly Sins
 
Her eyes glow blue.
The purity fades,
As she relaxes against the man.
Her hair rolling down her back,
When the man raises her on top of him.
Panting rises,
As she moves swiftly,
Desire running through her veins.
 
Eyes shinning orange.
Self-control vanishes,
When she puts the fork in her mouth.
Stomach growling,
As she devours more,
Appetite growing,
Her voracity taking over.
 
Her eyes glimmering yellow.
Goodwill disappears,
She takes out the pistol.
Her black clothes are snug against her body,
As she holds open the bag.
The mask hiding,
The selfishness that rains over her.
 
Sparkling light blue eyes appear.
Assiduity dims,
As pain takes over.
Tears fall,
Showing her grief.
She takes the razor to her arms,
Misery clouding her face.
 
 
Eyes burn red.
Tolerance disappears,
Rage and fury strengthens.
Hands raised high,
Prepared to throw a fist.
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Her hand connecting with the bag,
Gathering her resentment.
 
Green eyes come into view.
Sympathy decreases,
There is no going back.
He gets a promotion,
She watches with jealousy.
She craves what she can not have.
 
Eyes turn purple
Modesty disintegrates,
Her head held up high.
Egotism grows,
The satisfaction rises,
As she walks around,
Believing that she is the greatest.
 
Eyes go pale,
As her body lies motionless on the bed.
Heartbeat slows,
Breathing decreases.
The color drains form her face,
As her spirit fades.
Her soul now rests lower than the ground.
 
NOTE: I would like to thank whoever read this piece.  This piece is very
important to me.  I would like to say that it is a work in progress.  This is not the
final piece.  In case it was not obvious this is based on the seven deadly sins;
Lust, Gluttony, Greed, Sloth, Wrath, Envy and Pride.  There is supposed to be a
second part where the main character goes to Hell and recieves her
punishments.  Each of the sins have their own punishments.  I understand that
this is controversal but I am not trying to harass or intimidate or anything of
those who strongly believes in their Religion.  I will gladly accept any
recommendations or editing or suggestions to make this piece better.  As I
stated above this piece is very important and I would like it to be the very best
possible.  Thank You.
 
Jay hmph
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7 Deadly Sins (Pt 2)
 
NOTE: This is the second part of 7 Deadly Sins.  The punishments have been
taken from Dante’s 'Inferno' and the Greek’s beliefs.  They both had punishments
for most of these sins and I took either a combination of the punishments or I
took the one I thought see fit.  I stated in the first one that I know that this is a
controversial topic but I am not trying to intimidate, harass, or offend anyone.
This is a very important poem to me and I will take any comments, questions
and/or suggestions to make this piece its very best.
 
Her passion determined her life
Chastity was thrown away
The blue eyes were the only visible body part
Now the punishment that presents itself
Is the fiery storm
That lies ahead
 
The intemperance influenced her life
Her constraint disintegrated
Her orange eyes glowed in the darkness
The penalty that lies ahead
Are the unappealing foods of toads and snakes
That is frozen within black snow
 
Her greediness made her who she was
Her benevolence no longer existed
Yellow eyes reflecting herself
Being put into a blistering cauldron
With weights weighing her down
Is what lies ahead
 
Her grief controlled her
Diligence is gone
Glowing light blue eyes is what’s left
Snakes slither in the shadows
Waiting for her to come
To receive what she deserves
 
Her rage made her who she was
The patience that she once had
No longer exists
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Red eyes flash
Being whipped at
And dismembered alive
Is what she had to look forward to
 
Jealousy took over her
Sympathy and gentleness disappears
Her green eyes glow in the darkness
Freezing cold water
Waits for her to enter
 
Her egotism took all of her
Her modesty gone for all eternity
Purple eyes shine
As she realizes
That being tortured
Is what she is to face
To the very end
 
Jay hmph
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A Lifetime With You
 
I crave someone who is irresistible,
You are the reason for my existence,
What I have from you,
Steals gasps of air from me,
I am not sure as to what I am plunging into,
But I do know that this instant here with you,
Is worth a lifetime
 
Jay hmph
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Being Free
 
Dancing with the devil, time ends before I can give myself away
I pray that the pain goes away…  The burn that’s inside is the truth within
I fly high with the stars…  Drifting away as if nothing really matters…
On the edge of the end…  Oh so close the beginning
Don’t want to come back...  But don’t really have a choice
Fight at all times…  Fight for eternity…  Fight until the end of time…
 
Jay hmph
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Forever On My Mind
 
I will always be there when you need me
I swear this to you
I want to be the air that you breathe
I would exist and I would inhale my last breath for you
I would steal the moon in the hours of darkness
I can not explain what I would do
I will cherish you for eternity
And I will be there until the end of time
I will always remember you
Through the restless nights
And the never ending days
You will be on my mind
 
Jay hmph
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He Controls All
 
His gaze controls me
As I hear lost souls scream from torture
Seduced by his desire
I no longer fight the anguish
The last of me disintegrates
The end is a result of his behavior
 
The world turns to ice
The poisonous roses freeze in the wind
Lightning strikes the ground
He brings an end to us
 
NOTE: This is one of my very first pieces.  It is not to my full potenial.  I'm
willing to take any suggestions on how to make this a better piece.
 
Jay hmph
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He Takes Me Away
 
His soft spoken gestures
Paralyzed by the loveliness if his words
Lustful eyes shine bright
Farther away I go
Building a wall as I leave
He no longer fights the anguish
As the least of me disintegrates
 
Wild flames burst
Clouds darken the skies
Poisonous roses rise from the graves
Sins paved in stones
Pain is now upon my self
 
As the world ends
Memories of you is what I see
Sacrifices I would make to follow you
As I enter the darkness
I close my eyes
When Hell opens its doors
 
Jay hmph
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Healing Is Not A Process I Can Do With You
 
I wish that you would leave,
Your company still remains,
It won’t disappear.
This ache is indestructible,
Unable to remove the hurt.
I’d hold your hand throughout your fears
But who is to hold my hand?
I have been by myself all along,
I am bounded by my wounds,
Your creations
I can not heal
 
Jay hmph
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It Is Coming
 
Wave goodbye
As the sunlight fades
And I crawl into the dark grey skies
Your pulse continues until
Silence rips into me
As the truth appears
I would relinquish this domain to embrace you
My last breath escapes me
A verdict comes in
The demons enter
Thunder claps as silent screams fill the room
 
My flesh burns as I realize the expectance of no return
There is not repentance
As I am being shackled by my sins
 
Their selfish egos are fueled by the blaze that lingers inside
The light that frees me of my troubles, dims
As the poisonous roses are ignited
And the keys are liquefied
 
The pain of which I have committed
Is now upon myself
 
Jay hmph
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Just Us
 
Our love will get stronger with time,
I might be wrong and you might to be right,
I will cry and you will laugh,
I am impulsive however your patience will last to the end,
I am crazy although your sanity keeps me alive
There are temporary relationships,
But you and I are permanent
And to the end it’s just us
 
Jay hmph
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Loneliness
 
As the candles are blown out
The desire I yearn for is mortality
The skies covered in flames
Poisoned roses lie in the downpour
My bloodshot eyes gazing into the darkness
 
Loneliness washes over me
As the butterflies flitter away
Serenity leaving me
Letting the coldness take over
 
Tears spring from my eyes
As I make out the shadow
Walking away...
Forever
 
NOTE:  I am willing to take any suggestions to make this piece better.
 
Jay hmph
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My Version Of Prison
 
I am shackled by my sins,
Caged into steel,
My walls are frigid and white.
Unspoken shouts fill the room,
On these hands and knees I pray,
In quest of God’s choice.
He is the only one who possesses the key,
That will lift me of my burdens,
And set me free.
But the demons guide the way through the shadows,
My only friends.
There are no apologies,
As I make my way to torture.
 
Jay hmph
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Never Ending
 
I want to hear you whisper those words,
The ones that melt my soul.
Because it is the passion that I get from you,
Lets make it genuine,
Because we are destined to live for a great deal more
 
Jay hmph
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Please Don'T Leave
 
The unspoken voices,
Are shadows from the candlelight.
The unshed tears,
Are the doubts.
Incapable of sensing you with me,
You are always distant,
I am sleeping alone,
In this frigid bed.
Warmth escaping me,
As you pull farther away.
 
Jay hmph
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Promises
 
Promises are what you made me
Lies are what you told me
I believed every word that you said
But now that I look back I feel ashamed
 
To have known about you
And your past
But still believe every word you said
 
I wish I had an explanation
Other than love
My defects becoming clear
And I now I give up
 
Now to know the reality
Is worse
Than the unimaginable
 
NOTE: I am willing to take suggestions to make this piece better.
 
Jay hmph
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Scared
 
Would you please just hold me?
Show me that your love is true and that you are the one for me?
Doubts and regrets have filled my head
As pain runs through my veins
 
I am so scared that maybe they were right
Were are not for one another
Please tell me that they are wrong
Whisper into my ear the words that you would once shout from rooftops
 
Our love is to last to eternity
But how can that be when the space next to me in the bed is empty?
Will you ever come back?
And warm the coldness in my heart?
 
Jay hmph
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Slipping Away
 
Dancing under the stars
Daylight nowhere in sight
Demons call from Hell
With the dewy grass under feet
The cold ground below
Angels calling from Heaven
As the stars glimmer from high above
While the moon glows in the atmosphere
Water drips from the skies
Washing the pain away
Transmitting hope
Fear disintegrating
Pleasure appears
 
Jay hmph
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The End
 
Nothing lasts forever,
Souls can change.
I keep dreaming of you,
This has been going on a long time,
I’ve been far away,
Attempting to slay the ache.
I needed you to come and save me,
But no one is certain as to who is letting go.
The shadows will remain,
When there is no one to accuse,
Of the end.
 
Jay hmph
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The Faith We All Have
 
We have to go back to the beginning,
I can not leave you behind.
It was flawless before,
I can not fake it any longer,
When I am by myself you are who I desire.
I do not know what to do,
I am not sure what I am waiting for anymore,
I am a fool for having faith.
 
Jay hmph
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The Passion With You
 
I would give my life to be next to you,
You are the closest to paradise that I can ever be,
And I do not want to go away,
You are all that I can taste,
You are all that I can feel,
I do not want to lose you in these hours of darkness,
I want to be the air that you breathe,
The sun that brightens your day,
The blanket that warms the cold and lonely nights.
Words can not express this passion
 
Jay hmph
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The Truth
 
The river follows its path
A flock of birds fly overhead
Cryptic memories fill my head
I hoped that you would arrive
 
My heart was frozen
The ache was unspeakable
I was forced to confront the cold hard truth
As the sky began to darken
 
I am locked with in my own sorrow
Mesmerized by your charm
As you circled me as if I were your prey
Roses fall around me
As the truth becomes clear
 
Never was I more
Then a pawn in your game
 
NOTE:  I am willing to take any suggestions to make this piece better.
 
Jay hmph
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The Truth Is Within The Rain
 
The rain pounds on the roof,
My tears shout for you.
A breeze murmurs your name,
You are nowhere to be found.
Letters written on paper,
The truth set in stone for all of humankind to see.
The flood washes away a vision of you,
Pain is visible to those who are sightless
 
Jay hmph
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The Unthinkable Pain
 
I can not stop thinking about it,
The pain throbs constantly,
I am not capable of going on without you.
It is a shame how it all finished,
I remember the final breath you took,
The choices we made continues
In all this sorrow that you are putting me through.
 
Jay hmph
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We Have To Hold On
 
I reminisce of the days gone by,
Walking side by side,
The adoring affection in our notes,
Nights heated from your tender passion.
Wishing that our everlasting love would remain like this.
We have got to grasp onto what we have obtained,
We have one another,
And that is more than sufficient
 
Jay hmph
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You
 
I close my eyes and you are who I see
Nothing can erase the images that I have of you
Hiding the ache that burns inside
I can’t forget you
The pain that’s within
Is your pleasure
Your truth, are the lies that live
Surrounded by my wounds
 
Jay hmph
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